With the advent of 3D digital libraries and 3D shape retrieval engines, 3D shape representation has been receiving major attention because of its vital role in such systems. In this framework, establishing a representation that allows effective matching and alignment between shapes is a key and fundamental requirement. In this paper, we present a novel representation for arbitrary surfaces that enables local correspondences to be determined. We then describe how these local correspondences can be used to search for the transformation that best aligns all surface data. If this transformation is found to align a significant proportion of the surface data, then the surfaces are said to have a correspondence. Experiments conducted on various objects confirmed the effectiveness of our approach and its robustness with respect to corrupted and missing data.
Introduction
The last decade has witnessed the proliferation of 3D digitizers, scanners, and substantial developments in techniques for modelling and digitizing 3D shapes. This has led to an explosion in the number of available 3D models in the World Wide Web and in domain-specific databases, and, consequently fuelled the development of 3D shape retrieval systems, that, given a query object, retrieve similar objects from the database, i.e., find models in the database that correspond to the query object. However, contrary to text document databases, 3D model databases are not easy to search [1] . Attempting to find a 3D model using textual annotation and conventional text-based search engine does not work in many cases. Indeed, the annotations added by human beings depend on language, culture, age, gender, and other factors. They may be too limited or ambiguous. In contrast, content-based 3D shape retrieval methods, which use shape properties of the 3D models to search for similar models, work better than text-based methods. The hypothesis that a particular model is similar to the query object is confirmed by finding a good correspondence between the query object shape and the model shape. This process requires using a shape representation or description that provides a compact overall description of the object shape and encompasses its geometric and/or topological properties. Objects similar to the query object are retrieved by matching their respective descriptions; the similarity between the two descriptions is quantified by a dissimilarity measure. A central issue in this context is the positioning of the database objects with respect to the query object, as their shapes are not necessarily defined with respect to the same coordinate frame. In the literature, this issue has been addressed via three paradigms: (1) pose normalization (called also registration): where two objects are brought to the same canonical coordinate frame (normalizing for translation, scaling, and rotation). Then, the best measure of similarity is found by comparing the extracted shape descriptors. Examples of this paradigm can be found in [2] [3] [4] ; (2) descriptor invariance: where the adopted shape representation is invariant to rigid geometric transformations (e.g., translation, rotation, and scaling), and so therefore for best measure of similarity [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] ; and (3) a hybrid paradigm that consists of searching the transformation that maximizes shape similarities while aligning the two objects. Central to this problem is finding correspondence between the surfaces of the two objects. In the literature, a number of approaches, following this paradigm, have been developed from the iterated closest point (ICP) algorithm proposed by Besl and McKay [10] . These algorithms have been popular for registering multiple views of an object for model construction and refining poses in object recognition tasks. The central idea behind this algorithm is that by forming correspondences between points on one surface and their nearest neighbors on another, and then minimizing the distances between them, the registration of the two surfaces is improved. If this process is iterated, the registration of the surfaces often converges. The approach is computationally expensive because of its use of raw surface point data and the iterative nature of the algorithm. A more serious problem is that the algorithm is not guaranteed to converge, sometimes getting caught in local minima, and typically requires good initial alignment of the surfaces to get a reasonable solution. One of the advantages of the ICP approach is that, because it uses all of the surface data available, when it converges the registration can be very accurate. The algorithm is also suitable for arbitrary classes of surface.
Other researchers have used local features on the surface instead of all of the surface data and formed correspondences by matching geometric descriptors of those features, for instance, edges and surface patches have been used to determine the correspondence between two surfaces, as in the pioneering work of Faugeras and Hebert [11] . Initially, all features on the first surface are considered as potential correspondents of features of the same class on the second surface. The number of potential correspondences is then quickly reduced using approaches based on geometric constraints such as the interpretation tree. Thirion [12] proposes the use of extremal points on 3D surfaces that can be characterized by a number of properties such as their curvature. Interest points with similar properties are treated as potential correspondents, and the transformation that aligns the surfaces is determined from triplets of corresponding pairs. Chua and Jarvis [13] compute point signatures that accumulate surface information along a 3D curve in the neighborhood of a point. Johnson and Hebert [14] have proposed a novel interest point descriptor that allows point correspondences to be formed between surfaces. In their approach, the interest points are defined by the vertices of a polygonal mesh fitted to the surface. At each vertex, the geometric relationship with all of the other mesh vertices is recorded in a 2D spinimage, which is invariant to rigid transformations of the surface. Interest point correspondences are found by identifying points with similar spinimages. Due to the complexity of their representation [13, 14] , these methods are very difficult to apply to 3D shape matching. The motivation for using features is to reduce the amount of data to be processed while maintaining valuable information needed to perform matching and constrain the alignment transformation. The disadvantage is that a particular choice of features can limit the scope of the algorithm to particular classes of surfaces. Furthermore, local features are very sensitive to data corruption and occlusion.
In this paper, we present a novel representation for an arbitrary 3D object surface that enables correspondences to be found reliably and efficiently. The representation operates on triangular mesh surface models. The principle of the approach consists of matching object shapes by comparing their geometric-statistical properties. The idea is to compare discrete distributions of geometric measures. There are a number of advantages in using a triangular mesh to approximate the surface to be represented, instead of more complex features such as quadric patches, the most obvious being efficiency. Constructing a mesh is also significantly more straightforward than segmenting a surface into more complex features. A second important issue is scope. Any surface can be approximated by a triangular mesh whereas selecting a fixed set of features can impose limitations on the types of surfaces that can be described. Stability is also an important issue. If surface patches are assigned to different classes based on their shape, then borderline cases can result in sudden changes in the representation because of noise effects.
There are many standard algorithms that can be used to reconstruct triangular meshes from a set of points [15, 16] . The disadvantage of using a triangular mesh is that it requires many facets to describe surfaces with high curvature to a high degree of accuracy. By statistically modelling the shape error introduced by the triangular shape approximation, it is still possible to obtain a good shape representation when only a relatively small number of facets are used.
The proposed approach determines whether two surfaces have a correspondence as follows:
1. Each triangular mesh facet of the surface is represented by a discrete geometric distribution that records the relationship between this facet and the surrounding facets within some specified neighbourhood. This representation is discussed in Section 2. 2. Correspondences between individual facets are found by matching their respective distributions. These local correspondences provide hypotheses for the correspondence between the two surfaces. The metric employed for matching geometric distributions is described in Section 3. 3. The global surface correspondence is determined by finding consistent local hypotheses using a probabilistic Hough transform. This is discussed in Section 4.
Discrete Distribution Construction
Consider a triangular mesh approximationŜ = {t 1 , . . . , t M } of an object surface. The discrete geometric distribution is constructed for each triangular facet t i in a given mesh that describes its pairwise relationship with each of the other surrounding facets within a predefined neighbourhood. The range of the neighbourhood controls the degree to which the representation is a local description of the shape. Different neighbourhoods can be employed; the simplest one is composed of a facet and its three adjacent facets ( Fig. 1(a) ). However, such a neighbourhood provides a poor description. An another type of neighbourhood is the one that spans all the facets sharing a common vertex ( Fig. 1(b) ). It embeds more geometric information than the previous one but it is not facet-centered. We choose a Figure 1 . Examples of facet neighbourhood: (a) a facet and its three adjacent facets, (b) facets sharing a common vertex, and (c) facets that share edges and vertices with a central facet. 2 neighbourhood that encompasses the facets that share one or two vertices with a central triangular facet (Fig. 1(c) ).
The distribution is defined such that it encodes the surrounding shape geometry in a manner that is invariant to rigid transformations of the surface data and that is stable in the presence of surface clutter and missing surface data. Fig. 2(a) shows the measurements used to characterize the relationship between facet t i and one of its neighbouring facets t j . These measurements are the angle, α, between the facet normals and the range of perpendicular algebraic distances, d, from the plane in which facet t i lies to all points on the facet t j . The range of perpendicular algebraic distances is defined by [d min , d max ], where d min and d max are the minimal and the maximal of the distance from the plane in which t i lies to the facet t j . These extreme entities are simply obtained by calculating the distances to three vertices of the facet t j and then selecting the minimal and the maximal distances.
As the distance measurement is a range rather a single value, from each measurement (α,
This number depends on the amplitude of the range [d min , d max ] and the resolution adopted for the distance parameter d. The group of pairs (α, d), extracted from the measurements related to a given facet and its neighbours ( Fig. 2(a) and (b) ), is entered into a 2D discrete frequency accumulator that encodes the perpendicular distance d and the angle α (Fig. 2(d) ). This accumulator has a size of N × M where N and M are the number of bins in the axes α and d, respectively. The accumulator can be visualized in 2D plotting using gray-level colormap (Fig. 2(e) ), and stored in a matrix for subsequent processing. This representation depends only on the surface shape and not on the Figure 2 . (a) The geometric measurements used to characterize the relationship between two facets t i and t j . (b) A facet t 1 and its neighbor facets. (c) For each pair (t 1 , t s ), s = 1, . . . , 10, the angle α between the two facets' normals, the minimal and the maximal of the perpendicular distance from the plane of t 1 to the facet t s are computed. (d) The pairs (α, d) derived from these measurements are entered in a 2D accumulator, obtaining thus a geometric distribution that characterizes the relationship between the facet t 1 and its neighbors. (e) The geometric distribution can be visualized with a gray-level mapping. placement of facets over the surface. This independence on the placement of the facets is important as it guarantees the invariance of the correspondence with respect to geometric transformations.
To take into account the potential error in the entries, inferred by the difference between the measurements taken from the mesh and the true measurements of the original surface, the following approach is proposed. First we convolve the entry (α, d) with an error function. This is performed by considering each cell's center in the 2D accumulator as the mean of an error function that we assume, for sake of simplicity, to be a Gaussian function. Let d k , (k = 1 : N ) and α l , (l = 1, . . . , M) 
However considering the fact that the ratio data/noise for both measurements α and d increases with the facet's area, we weighted the above score by the product of the areas of the two facets (t i , t j ). then the score becomes
We would like to note here that the Gaussian error function is a simple model that might not infer properly the error induced by the triangle meshing approximation of the surface. The scale of this error is related to the degree coarseness of the meshing (i.e., the degree of irregularity and discontinuity brought by the meshing). Although the current triangle meshing techniques deliver a quite fair surface approximation, an appropriate error model is worth investigating in the future.
Generating Correspondence Hypotheses
Given two surface meshes,Ŝ A andŜ B , the geometric distribution representation allows correspondences between all facets, t A i and t B j , from each of the meshes to be determined. A match for facet t A i is determined by finding the best match between its respective geometric distribution and all of the distributions representing the facets in surfaceŜ B . These local correspondences are treated as hypotheses for the correspondence between the two surfaceŝ S A andŜ B .
The similarity, D ij , between two geometric distribution h i and h j is defined using the Bhattacharyya metric. This is given by the following expression:
The Bhattacharyya metric is appropriate when the error in the data can be described using a [18] and is more convenient computationally. A derivation of this metric is presented in the Appendix.
Hypothesis Verification
Each pair of matched mesh facets provides evidence that the surfaces to which they belong have the same shape, at least locally, and can therefore be registered. The transformation that aligns the paired facets also provides a constraint on the transformation that aligns the complete surface. The problem then is to determine whether there is enough evidence to support these hypotheses and, if so, to determine the transformation that aligns the surface data. For this last part, a standard scheme from literature was adopted. In this scheme, N tuples of matched features (in our case pairs of matched facets) are used to estimate the alignment transformation [19] . The first part of the problem is addressed by accumulating the transformation estimate, which came out from each group of N pairs of facets, in a Hough transform whereby the space of transformation parameters is divided into cells. Each cell corresponds to an instance of a quantized transformation parameters. A multi-dimensional accumulator array is often used to represent the quantized space. After accumulating all the estimated transformations, the peak in the accumulator array (i.e., the cell that received the maximum of votes) corresponds to the valid transformation.
The next sections will describe how to determine the minimum number of paired facets required for computing a rigid transformation, and in more detail how the valid transformation is obtained.
Estimating a Rigid Transformation
Let (t, t ) a pair of matched facets, consider (P, P ) two planes associated to t and t and defined, respectively, by ( v, l) and ( v , l ), where v( v ) is the plane normal and l(l ) is the distance to the origin. These entities can be easily derived from the triangle facet points. Let T r be the transformation, composed of a translation T and a rotation R, that aligns the facet t to t (P to P ). The expressions that relate (R, T ) to ( v, v , l, l ) are as follows:
The computation of the rotation R requires two pairs of matched facets. In effect, by adopting an axis-angle representation ( n, θ) for the rotation, where n and θ refer to the axis and angle of rotation, respectively, from (4) we can retrieve the following expression relating n and θ to v and v [20] .
By setting m = tan(θ/2) n, and by considering the matrix form of the cross product ( v + v ) ∧ m, from (6) we get the following equation:
from which we can derive three equations with three unknowns m x , m y , and m z . Yet the matrix in the expression above is of rank 2; thus only two equations of the above system can be used. Therefore, another pair of matched facets is required to determine the vector m. After determining the vector m, the angle and the axis of rotation can be calculated via the formulas: n = m/ m , θ = 2 arctan( m ). Once the rotation R is known, the translation T can be deduced via (5), which embeds the three unknown components of T ; therefore, three instances of (5) (i.e., three paired matched facets) are required to compute the translation T .
Estimating the Valid Transformation
As was mentioned at the beginning of Section 4, not all the pairs of matched facets correspond to the valid transformation. The computation of the valid transformation is performed in two stages, both involving the generalized Hough transform. In the first stage, a number of paired matched facets are used to estimate the rotation component of the alignment transformation. Votes are placed in a 3D Hough transform that encodes the rotation parameters (three angles of rotation). The number of paired facets can be very large so only a proportion composed of the largest paired facets is used (25% representing pairs with largest facet areas; in the experiments, it was found that this proportion is sufficient to obtain a significant peak in the Hough Transform). If a significant peak is found in this space, then three paired facets are used to estimate the translation component of the alignment transformation. Again, only a proportion composed of the largest facets is used to allow fast operation. If a significant peak is found in the translation space, then the hypothesis that the surfaces can be registered is accepted.
As an improvement to this scheme, we have adopted a probabilistic approach in which the error on the estimated transformation is integrated into the Hough accumulator. By assuming normal probability function distribution of the parameter error, each discrete parameter value in the accumulator is considered as the mean of a Gaussian distributed variable. For the rotation transformation, for instance, let u be the estimated rotation parameter vector, determined with two paired facets (as described in Section 4.1), and letū be the discrete rotation parameter vector (represented by a cell in the Hough Transform accumulator), then the error in the estimated rotation will be
where Σ R is the covariance matrix of the rotation parameters. A similar error is derived for the translation transformation
where Σ T is the covariance matrix of the translation parameters, v andv are, respectively, the estimated translation vector and the discrete translation vector representing a cell instance in the accumulator. The calculation of the above errors requires estimating Σ R and Σ T . Using the standard perturbation technique of Haralick [21] , these variances are obtained by calculating, via (4) and (5), the amplitude of the perturbations induced in R and T when the normal v and the distance to the origin l are perturbed by an amount equal to their respective variances. We assume the errors corrupting ( v, l) to be a normal distribution errors having variances equal, respectively, to 0.1 degree, (orientation error) and 0.1 mm, respectively. Table 1 The 
Experiments
A series of experiments have been conducted on various objects that include a dog, a camel, a dinosaur, an ant, a dolphin, a duck, and a panther. These models were collected from the Princton Shape Benchmark [22] , except for the camel, which was collected from the free collection of 3D CAFE repository [23] . The Princton Shape Benchmark models are saved in an "off" format and have the following filenames: m91(dog), m70(dinosaur), m2(ant), m73(dolphin), m49(duck), and m97(panther). The camel model in 3D CAFE is in a 3DMAX format and stored in the file Camel2.max. The geometric parameters distributions selected for these experiments are shown in Table 1 . The objective of these experiments is to assess the performance of the approach and its robustness with respect to data corruption and missing data. We conducted the tests as follows: For each object, we consider two instances with different positions in terms of location and orientation (Fig. 3, 1st and 3rd rows) . The transformation between the positions is known. The registration method is applied to determine the correspondences between the surfaces of the two instances and to estimate the geometric transformation. The validity of the solution is visually assessed by applying the estimated transformation on one object instance to bring the two instances in the same reference. The result can then be evaluated by observing the closeness of the two instances (Fig. 3, 2nd and 4th rows) . The performance of the method, in terms of accuracy, is also quantitatively assessed by calculating the transformation error defined as the difference between the actual and the estimated transformations. transformation errors related to the seven objects. The transformation error is composed of the translation error defined as
, where T and T e are the actual and the estimated translations, respectively, and D is the distance between extreme points of the object's surface. The orientation error is represented by(u, u e ) and |θ − θ e |, where (u, θ) and (u e , θ e ) are the axes and angles of rotation for the actual and the estimated rotations. We adopted the (axis, angle) representation to better quantify the rotation error. As is shown in Fig. 3 , the registration between the instances seems to have been successful. This is emphasized by the overlapping of the object instances' surfaces. However, the fact that the overlapping is partial suggests the presence of registration errors, as is detailed in the table in Fig. 3 .
The results in Fig. 4 are related to similar experiments but use corrupted object surface data. The data were corrupted by adding a Gaussian noise to the mesh points' locations. The variance of the Gaussian noise is set to Δd/5 where Δd is the length of the shortest facet's edge in the object model. The registration looks correct again for all the objects yet with a slightly larger error with respect to the first trial.
In another series of experiments, we tested how the approach can cope with missing data. The data involved in the registration cover a partial surface in one instance of each of the aforementioned objects whereas the data of the second instance are kept intact. The Registration results are depicted in Fig. 5 . The registration errors are relatively larger than those in the previous trials, yet still within an acceptable range.
The approach was implemented with a non-optimized Matlab code on a 2.5 GHz Pentium machine. Table 2 depicts a breakdown of the times taken by each stage of the approach for the camel object. This camel model is composed of 4566 facets. It is noticed that the geometric distribution matching, despite its quadratic complexity, takes less time than the geometric distribution construction, because the geometric distribution matching involves a reduced number of facets. The overall computation time is in the order of minutes; however, less time is expected with an optimal implementation. The integration of our method in an interactive 3D shape retrieval system would be then possible, particularly when the construction of the geometric distribution can be carried out offline.
Conclusion
The problem of finding a correspondence between two or more surfaces has been investigated by a number of researchers and several solutions have been proposed. The most reliable approaches are based on surface feature correspondences between the surfaces being registered, and using these to estimate the transformation that aligns the complete surface. This paper has proposed a novel representation for surface data that enables local surface correspondences to be determined. This representation operates on the standard triangular mesh data format and is invariant to rigid transformations of the surface data. Because of its statistical nature, it allows errors in the approximation of the surfaces by triangular meshes to be modelled. Having established local correspondences, we have shown that the transformation that aligns complete surfaces can be determined using a Hough voting scheme. The advantage of using Hough voting is that it permits modelling of transformation errors present in the local correspondences by adopting a probabilistic Hough transform. To demon- There are many directions in which this work can be further explored, e.g., investigating the extension of the approach to articulated objects. For such a category, the main challenge will be to recover both global and local transformations. For a class of static objects, it is worth investigating the exploitation of the proposed representation in recognition and identification. In effect, the invariance of the representation with respect to rigid transformation and its stability with respect to data corruption are encouraging aspects for such an application.
Appendix: Derivation of the Similarity Metric
In this section, the derivation of a statistical metric for comparing binned measurements is presented. Given a random variable X, a statistical measure of the distance D between the endpoints X = x and X = x + δx of a short line is obtained by normalizing by the standard deviation σ D = δx σ
In general then, the statistical distance between any two points X = s and X = m can be determined by the definite integral
For N independent measurements, the statistical distance is given by a sum of squared components
It is well known that binned data conform to a Poisson distribution and that the variance of a Poisson variable is equal to its mean. A statistical distance metric for binned data is then obtained by substitution of σ i = √ x i . 
